nilpotent subgroups of G , then there exists a function f , defined on the set of natural numbers and taking natural numbers as values, such that h(G) < f(v(G)) .
Rose [8] has, however, shown that there is no lower bound for h (G) in terms of v(G) . The statement of the theorem i s merely of qualitative nature, for v(G) = 2,3 sharp bounds are given, and for \>(G) = 2 , h(G) = 3 some statements are made about the structure of G . All the groups are assumed to be f i n i t e and soluble in t h i s paper.
2. In order to prove the theorem, we s t a r t with some lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. If N < G , then v(G/N) < v(G) . Every maximal nilpotent subgroup of G/N aan be written as VN/N where V is maximal nilpotent in G . If v(G/N) = v (G) , and V is maximal nilpotent in G , then VN/N is maximal nilpotent in G/N .

Proof. Let
Proof. Since r k U^I ; = 1 we have VH N c C^iW) , and C^W) x W i s a nilpotent subgroup of G . Let T be a maximal nilpotent subgroup of Proof. By induction on I . For 1=1, let U be an abelian
Lemma 3 is true for all integers less than I , and let V be an abelian 
c a n b e generated by at most l-l elements. It
CJJ(X OF).
We claim that U/CUX n F) acts in a fixed-point-free
We may write a; = yz , ye
Hence z € CJU) and so x € CJV) . If CJu) Z> X n F , then w 6 C,,a n W . r r r U Therefore U/CJX C\ F) is cyclic. 
LEMMA 4 (Thompson). If G is a p-group, p > 2 and every abelian
exists a normal subgroup S of G such that h(G/S) = h(G) -1 , for h(G) > 1 . Moreover, the Fitting subgroup of G/S is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G/S and is a p'-group.
Proof. Let N_ be the class of nilpotent groups, IT = {{l}} and
, and B/K a chief factor of G . Clearly F C K < B and B/K is a p'-group. Moreover there exists for h(G) > 2 , a maximal
and so
we may take any maximal normal subgroup of G for S .
Proof of the Theorem. Let N-^ , N 2 be two different minimal normal
and 
\>(G/S) < \)(G) . Hence, all p-chief factors of G/S are of rank at most v(G)MG)-l)
_ Therefore, by [6] , VI. Hauptsatz 6.6 c , the p-length of 
G/S is at most v(G)MG)-l) _ A s s u m e v(G)
>
(G/S) < 3(a(v) + l) r(v) -1 and h(G) < 3(8(v) + l) v . Since s(v) and r(v) are increasing functions, we may take f(\>) = 3(s(v) + l) r( -v)
. 
COROLLARY. If q\\G\ implies q > v(G)MG)-l) ^ then h(G) < 3 m
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 5, provided \G\ is odd. Now assume v(G) = 2 , and 2\ \G\ . We may assume that G has its
Fitting subgroup F as its unique minimal normal subgroup. First, let F be a 2-group. Lemma 3 implies G 2 » is cyclic, and a Hall-Higman type argument [4] shows that the' 2'-length of G is at most 1 whence 
since F is abelian. We claim Z(
As F is self-centralizing it follows (Z(F 2 )) , = 1 . Thus 
But then FR = Gj since F is self-centralizing and so V\ = F , hence 
LEMMA 9 (Thompson
COROLLARY. If \G\ is odd, \>(G) = 3 , then h(G) < 3 .
Proof. By Lemmas 3, 5> and 6.
